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Everywhere. And be-panicked mothers cry to the Lord for
vengeance on all foreigners. And industries needing protec-
tion need it because their localities are not suited to the pro-
duction of the protected article, so that the standard of
living falls. And the brains of the citizens deteriorate because
of the deteriorated standard of living. And the great ports
tire ruined because there are neither exports to cross the
seas nor imports to be brought back. And processions of
thousands of seamen join with processions of thousands of
railwayman, all starving and shaking their fists to heaven
and calling on their authorities to murder millions of all
kinds of foreigners so that their wives and children may have
bread. . . * And crowd-manias and mass-frenzies rush in
waves from end to end of Christendom. And the Asiatics
catch the mania. And populations increase and increase
because the citizens are starving; and country after country-
grows more and more overpopulated with starving crowds
—crying also to Authority for the blood of millions of their
neighbours ... so that they and their wives may live.
And the whole outside world is barred to them.
§
It does not pay. It really does not.
§
Now every individual of those crowds is not by nature a
Sadist religious lunatic. It is crowd suggestion that makes
them so—and the larger the crowd the more impetuously
does the suggestion run through them—till every individual
becomes a Sadist religious lunatic.
What, then, is the obvious cure?
The cure is to reduce your crowds and stop the suggestion
being injected into those reduced crowds.
How will you reduce your crowds?
By  spreading  the  individuals  over  larger  spaces;  by
providing more centres of population.
How will you stop the suggestions from being injected?
By suppressing the orators who sway those crowds.
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